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The thesis and arguments
Your thesis is stated clearly, and it is an interesting one. Unfortunately, your arguments are super-
ficial, failing to identify the more compelling questions that arise from this thesis. Moreover, your
argument sometimes drift too far from your thesis, failing to make clear to the reader why a given
argument would lead closer to accepting your thesis. Finally, some of your arguments are simply
erroneous (such as your blue-sky example), where the structure and the details are flawed and fail
to make the point intended.

The writing
The low-level mechanics of your writing are sound, with few grammatical or punctuation errors.
However, your text is punctuated with superfluous repetition and redundant questions that serve
only as filler. Your text could be tighter and more direct.

Items marked on the paper
(1) Be careful about what exactly you are claiming. What does acceptance mean in this context?
Are you claiming that many Christians reject all scientific progress? What if I were a Christian
who uses medication developed and tested via scientific method? How about eating vegetables that
have been bred or genetically engineered to be resistent to attackers (insect, bacteria, etc.)? How
about using computers and the Internet? Some Christians reject only some explicit claims made
by scientists.

(2) How are these two scientific questions? I’m not sure I know what Where are me going?
means, and while scientific methods are certainly employed to predict whether, I am unaware of
any scientific approach to ascribe meaning to the weather.

(3) Blue light has a short wavelength; it is red that has the longest wavelength of the visible
spectrum. Moreover, if other colors of light cannot pass through the atmosphere, then why do I
see all of the visible spectrum when I split sunlight with a prism? Finally, if blue light passes
through the atmosphere, then why does the sky appear to be more blue when the sun is just rising
or setting? Wouldn’t the blue light pass right over our heads, escaping back into space and not
being reflected back down towards the ground?

The sky is blue (a) because the ozone in the stratosphere is blue, and (b) because blue light, at
its shorter wavelength, is more heavily refracted by the atmosphere when the sun’s incidence is at
a higher angle from the viewer. Even that answer is insufficient, because it says nothing of how
we perceive color (a complex phenomena), nor does it address questions like, What does it mean
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for ozone to be blue? You intended to pick a simple question, but the answer to this question is
intricate.

(4) You’ve attempted to present two opposing explanation, but these explanations address dif-
ferent questions. To assert that the sky is blue because God created it that way is to answer the
question, How was the sky created? The assertion does not attempt to address the question, By
what mechanism does blueness reach our eyes from the sky? God may have created the sky in such
a way that it appears blue, but that knowledge would not explain how the blueness is transmitted
from the sky to observers standing on the ground.

(5) Ought to be? According to whom? You have no justification for this statement. If you
plan to present it, then you should introduce your intended assertion not as a conclusion, but as a
conjecture that you will support.

(6) Once upon a time, the origin of life would have been considered a question beyond scientific
inquiry. So too would have been human behavior, morality, or intelligence. So where is the line?
What are those questions that are beyond scientific examination? Other than the very existance of
the supernatural—something that is, in principle, not amenable to empirical (natural) evaluation—
what cannot be examined scientifically?

The existence of an afterlife is perhaps a good example, but morality is not, since it may be an
evolved trait that can be explained by physical means alone. Dawkins’ explanation may have been
lacking, but he is not an expert in evolutionary behaviorism. Worse, you skip the principle: Just
because nobody current can explain morality via a natural process, there is nothing that fundamen-
tally prevents scientific exploration into the source of morality. It is a scientific question, although
one for which (much) more work remains.

Also, your objection to Dawkins’ claim that morality is a mistake of nature is both his fault and
yours. He should not have anthropomorphized nature, since mistakes are a human mental construct.
For your part, you should not have taken his choice of terms so superficially. By mistake he means
side-effect. Morality, in his model, is not a direct evolutionary benefit, but an overgrown version
of a the benefit of cooperation—one that was not so costly as to be an evolutionary detriment. You
must think more deeply if you seek to evaluate the best interpretations of opposing arguments.

(7) You have drifted too far from your thesis. Your conjectures about how to explain morality
does not support your central claim that scientists can be religious. You’ve lost the reader.

(8) Can you justify this statement? Without the Bible (or, more broadly religious texts in general),
are you sure that humans would not have devised some other method of culturally communicating
moral lessons? More deeply, can you justify a claim that religion provided morality, rather than
humans injected morality into religion?

(9) You do not want to invoke Einstein in this debate, and particularly not this quote. That one
was specific to Einstein’s concerns with quantum mechanics. Moreover, Einstein’s views on god
and religion are a source of great debate, with a great many quotes of unclear meaning of the
matter.
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(10) In what way does God provide any explanatory utility? Is God really a tool for explanation?
Or is God merely a placeholder for explanations that we have not yet been able to divise? Even
when considering questions for which we may never develop non-religious answers, does the lim-
itation of our brains imply the existence of God? Just because we are incapable of an explanation
does not imply that there is no explanation.

(11) Here’s the heart of the problem with your argument. The view with which you conclude
is that of a Diest God that created the universe, but then does not affect its activities after that
creation. First, this limited view of God allows science full access to the entire physical universe,
with no religious explanations other than, God created the whole system. Worse, you don’t address
the problem of how scientists who believe in God may insert God’s actions into the physical world
after the creation. If a scientist deviates from that strictly Diest view, then there is some aspect of
the physical universe that the scientist is not examining scientifically, no longer looking for causal
explanations. So why is that not a problem?

Grade: B
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